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Energous Announces First WattUp-
enabled Consumer Products Available via
Pre-Sale at CES 2018
Company also demonstrates new integrated circuit solutions with
manufacturing partner, Dialog Semiconductor

LAS VEGAS, NV -- (Marketwired) -- 01/08/18 -- Energous Corporation (NASDAQ: WATT),
the developer of WattUp®, a revolutionary wire-free, power-at-a-distance charging
technology, today announced that consumers can now pre-order WattUp-enabled products
with Myant SKIIN smart everyday apparel, the first truly digital second skin, that allows users
to measure and track their health vitals. In addition, Energous is demonstrating WattUp
technology usage in hearing aids from Delight and SK Telesys.

SKIIN products, which enable users to accurately measure and track key health vitals, will be
sold with the WattUp receiver technology embedded into the smart sensor and a WattUp
Near Field transmitter in-box, making it easy for consumers to remove and charge the
embedded sensor wirelessly. The WattUp receiver technology inside the sensors will also
support charging at-a-distance from future WattUp Mid Field and Far Field transmitters-- the
only wireless charging technology today that can make this claim.

"We are paving the way for Wireless Charging 2.0, the next-generation wireless charging
ecosystem where consumers can charge their devices both at contact and at-a-distance,"
said Stephen R. Rizzone, president and CEO of Energous. "At CES, we will be showcasing
the first fully commercialized, WattUp enabled Near Field products to be made available to
consumers in the coming months. Also on display will be the unique WattUp ecosystem
featuring the full spectrum of charging capabilities from fast-charging Near Field, to the
recently FCC-certified, true at-a-distance, wireless charging. The state of wireless charging
in 2018 looks incredibly bright for consumers, with Energous leading the way."

"We created a transformational ambient interface through our SKIIN products. They provide
bi-directional access to the human body for the purpose of connecting us to our loved ones
and ourselves through IoT," said Tony Chahine, CEO and Founder of Myant. "It is important
to me that advancements in innovation reach everyone, including the elderly, the sick and
children. The seemingly simple action of plugging, unplugging and manually charging could
alone be the very thing that will inhibit a user from benefiting from technology. This why we
chose to integrate the Energous' WattUp wireless charging."

Energous and Dialog Unveil New Industry-First Integrated Circuit (IC) Solutions

Energous and chipset manufacturing partner, Dialog Semiconductor, are also announcing
and showcasing new WattUp chipsets at CES 2018 that will bring WattUp Mid Field wireless
charging to partners and the market as a whole. The two have already successfully launched

http://www.energous.com
https://skiin.com/


and delivered to customers the world's first WattUp wireless power transmitter System-on-
Chip (SoC), DA4100, alongside the first WattUp RF-to-DC receiver ICs, DA2200 and
DA2210. These chips not only enable RF-based, Near Field wireless charging, but are also
fundamental to the now certified WattUp Mid Field power-at-a-distance wireless charging
system. As a result, Dialog is accelerating the next phase in WattUp chipset qualification by
adding new industry-first critical Beamforming IC, DA1210 and the Power Amplifier (PA) IC.
Energous has also updated the fully integrated Transmitter IC, DA4100,and the DA2210 to
support the 900MHz frequency band, which together complete the WattUp Near Field and
the recently FCC-certified power-at-a-distance WattUp Mid Field wireless charging systems.

Energous Demonstrates Latest WattUp Technology

The company, which just received the first FCC certification for power-at-a-distance wireless
charging under Part 18 of the FCC's rules, will be demonstrating its very latest WattUp
technology at CES 2018. This recent development represents a new era of wireless
charging and opens up a tremendous opportunity for the electronics industry.

Additionally, Energous will be demonstrating a new hearing aid design from Delight and SK
Telesys, showcasing the ability to charge hearing aids simply by placing them on a charging
pad. The product from Delight is expected to be available in summer 2018 in Asia and the
second half of 2018 in the U.S.

Energous will be taking private meetings and demos at the Venetian, alongside Dialog, on an
appointment-only basis, at CES 2018, the world's largest consumer electronics show,
January 9-12 in Las Vegas, NV.

Myant's WattUp-enabled SKIIN products are now available via presale on
http://www.skiin.com/ and the products will be on demo at the Myant booth (#45343 Sands
Expo) at CES 2018.

To learn more about Energous, please visit Energous.com or follow the company on Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram or LinkedIn.

About Energous Corporation

Energous Corporation is the developer of WattUp® -- an award-winning, wire-free charging
technology that will transform the way consumers and industries charge and power
electronic devices at home, in the office, in the car and beyond. WattUp is a revolutionary
radio frequency (RF) based charging solution that delivers intelligent, scalable power via
radio bands, similar to a Wi-Fi router. WattUp differs from older wireless charging systems in
that it delivers contained power-at-a-distance -- thus resulting in a wire-free experience that
saves users from having to remember to plug in their devices. For more information, please
visit Energous.com.

Safe Harbor Statement

This press release contains forward-looking statements that describe our future plans and
expectations. These statements generally use terms such as "believe," "expect," "may,"
"will," "should," "could," "seek," "intend," "plan," "estimate," "anticipate" or similar terms.
Examples of our forward-looking statements in this release include our statements about our
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partnership with Dialog, development of market demand, production and deployment of
products. Our forward-looking statements speak only as of this date; they are based on
current expectations and we undertake no duty to update them. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ from what we expect include: unexpected delays in our ability to
develop commercially feasible technology; uncertain timing of necessary regulatory
approvals; timing of customer orders and success of customer products; our dependence on
distribution partners; market acceptance of our technology; and intense industry competition.
We urge you to consider those factors, and the other risks and uncertainties described in our
most recent annual report on Form 10-K and subsequent quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, in
evaluating our forward-looking statements.

About Myant

Founded in 2010, Myant employs an interdisciplinary team of over 80 people who are
creating the world's first computing platform that ambiently interfaces with humans through
textiles. SKIIN is Myant's proprietary brand of smart apparel, the first bi-directional product
with the ability to read, record and actuate by delivering various therapies and opening the
door to endless possibilities. Myant's 80,000 sq ft facility near the airport in Toronto, Canada,
is an end-to-end textile supply chain, with a state-of-the-art robotic knitting division, a printed
electronic lab, a traditional cut and sew operation, and significant proprietary technologies. In
addition, Myant has strategic relationships with the world's top knitting machine
manufacturers, yarn makers as well as other industry suppliers. Myant's mission is to create
a digital human presence through a textile ambient interface to connect every human being
to self, others, and AI.

For more information about Myant, or SKIIN, or to apply please visit: Myant.ca or SKIIN.com
and @2ndSKIIN
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